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BACKGROUND
Necrotising Enterocolitis (NEC) is the most common gastrointestinal emergency and
a major cause of morbidity and mortality in preterm infants. Based on severity of the
disease, treatment can involve a medical approach or surgical intervention. Whilst
babies requiring medical treatment can be managed in a non-surgical neonatal
intensive care unit (NICU), patients that require surgery need to be transferred to
a tertiary surgical NICU. In recent years, the sense that an increasing number of
patients transferred to surgical centres had no clear surgical indication has arisen. In
addition neonatal surgical bed capacity is under constant strain.
AIM
Our aim was to quantify the number of babies referred for NEC who were transferred
directly to neonatal surgical units in London and to see what proportion of these had
a clear need for surgery and proceeded to have surgical intervention.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
The Neonatal Transfer Service (NTS) provides neonatal transfers across London. In
this observational retrospective study, we collected data from 83 babies who were
transferred with the diagnosis or suspicion of necrotising enterocolitis between July
2012 and June 2013. We recorded if the receiving hospital was a tertiary level medical
NICU or a tertiary surgical unit, the clinical and abdominal X-ray findings in the referring
hospital, the transport events, whether the baby needed surgical treatment and the
mortality. We also compared the referral patterns between 2 epochs; July 2012-June
2013 versus January 2011-December 2011.
RESULTS
82/83 babies (98.8%) with suspected NEC were transferred to tertiary surgical NICUs.
1 was transferred to a level 3 NICU whilst awaiting a surgical bed. 44/83 (53%)
did not require surgical intervention and were successfully managed with medical
treatment only. 39/83 (47%) underwent surgery in the receiving hospital. The mean
birth weight was 1106 g, the mean gestational age at birth was 28.2 weeks and the
mean gestational age at the time of referral was 32 weeks. 8 babies (9.6%) were
referred from level 1 neonatal units, 38 (45.8%) from level 2 units and 37 (44.6%)
from level 3 medical units. 1 of the babies who underwent surgery had healthy bowel,
38 (97.4%) of those who had surgery had a stoma created. 6/83 (7.2%) had signs
of perforation on AXR, 100% of them needed ventilation during transport and all of
them underwent surgery. 32/83 (38.5%) showed pneumatosis intestinalis on AXR,
19 (59.4%) of them required surgery. 13/83 (15.7%) showed thickened bowel loops,
46/83 (55.4%) showed dilated bowel loops on AXR. On physical examination 76/83
(92%) had distended abdomen, 38 (50%) of these needed surgery; 16/83 (19.3%)
had rectal bleeding, 3 (18.8%) of these required surgery; 29/83 (35%) had bilious
vomits and 16 (55.2%) of these underwent surgery. 71/83 (86%) were ventilated and
16/83 (19.3%) required inotropic support during transfer. 11/83 (13.3%) babies died.
In 2011 the same number of babies (83) were transferred by NTS due to suspected
NEC.

CONCLUSION
We have noted a high number of transfers 44/83 (53%) into surgical units of infants
with confirmed or suspected NEC that had no indication for surgery at the time of
referral or transfer and did not go on to have surgery. We also noted that pneumatosis
intestinalis, signs of perforation or thickened bowel loops on AXR and presence of
bilious vomits were strongly associated with a subsequent need for surgery.
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DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that referral patterns could be modified to optimise surgical cot
usage. In recent years clinicians have started referring patients with NEC who may
not necessarily have indications for surgery into surgical units for joint medical and
surgical oversight. However surgical bed pressure has increased as a consequence.
Depending on careful clinical assessment and review of the abdominal X-ray, a more
informed decision could be made as to whether an infant with suspected NEC needs
to be transferred to a tertiary medical or surgical unit. Guidelines on indication for
transfer in surgical patients could be effective in avoiding unnecessary transports to
surgical centres.
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